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Reprinted EditionWriting together for the first time, New York Times bestselling authors Lynsay

Sands and Hannah Howell present the darkly passionate story of two men sworn to conquer the

hunger that pounds in their blood--and the women who may be their only salvation. . . When

Darkness Falls. . .Cathal MacNachton and Connall MacAdie are cousins bound by far more than

blood ties and the rugged Highland landscape their clan calls home. The ancient curse of their

ancestry has fated them to live by night with an unquenchable thirst that neither can tame. The only

thing that can save their souls is marriage to Outsiders--mortals whose untainted blood will weaken

the curse in their children and break the chains of fear that have made their clan a breed apart.

Bridget Callan and Eva Caxton are the women who will shape the clan's destiny. Marriage to these

strange and mysterious men will rescue each of them from desperate circumstances--and draw

them into a web of danger, desire, and intrigue. . .
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Action packed romance with a strong heroine, a vampire with a soft heart of gold, dedicated clan

members and the traitorous young relative who wants to be number one.

Two interesting vampire love stories. Worth a read. I love to read books like these on planes and

long car rides. I've read the vampire romance series by both of these authors.

Not my kind of reading.

This is a really neat premise - two bestseller author working in tandem on the same storyline.

Lynsay Sands and Hannah Howell pen the two tales in The Eternal Highlander. This is a real treat

for Sands' fan, who know her for her Hysterical Historicals and the wacky Angeneau Vamps. This is

a serious story, showing another side of her talent. Hannah Howell has long been known for her

strong Scottish Historical. These two talented ladies combine their muses and come up with these

interlocking stories.Set in Medieval Times, Cathal and NacNachton and Connal MacAdie are

Highlanders, they are cousins, but they are bound in a way deeper than blood or Clan alliances.

They have a dark secret that ties them to their Clan, their lands, an ancient curse that has fallen

upon all of their ancestry. This curse has seen them stalk the night, and shun neighboring Clans,

burning with an unquenchable thirst that drives them and those like them. However, time of their

remoteness is fast changing, and the fear their kindred might be hunted down and destroyed, push

these two strong men, to lead the way to the future...and light. They can breed out their curse by

marriage with Outsiders - women who blood will weaken the taint and forever break the pall of the

curse that has made them a Clan apart.In Nightriders by Hannah Howell, Cathal had decided to

marry Bridget Callan. Dire circumstances pressed her to accept the offer of marriage to Cathal

NacNachton. In The Highland Bridge Lynsay Sand's pens the gentle tale of Connal MacAdie and

Eva Claxton. She, too, must marry because of desperate circumstances. The marriages of both of

these women draw them into danger as the nature of the men they married slowly comes to light,

pulling them into intrigue, danger and desire.Both women are strong and refused to be turned into

pawns in a deadly game, with the lives of their husbands and their new Clan - the ultimate prize.

Both women have decided to stand by their new spouses and fight for eternal love and the very

survival of the Clan. For those who love Scottish Sagas and dark vamps this is a super read.2004

Reviews International Organization Award of Excellence Finalist (Lynsay Sands) for best short story

and 1st Place Winner



I adore both writers, and actually own the third book, and when I finished reading it, I wanted to find

the others. I bought this book, had it arrive yesterday, and finished it yesterday.

Excellent book a must read and with each word that is read you really are hooked, what an excellent

writer! I never want to miss a book in every series and I highly recommend this book and all books

by this author! Fantastic book, you will not want to put it down, I know I didn't and I wanted more

and I feel that you will also! Great, Great, Book!

Worth the read. A simple love stories with a believable storyline that warms the heart. Eva MacAdie

character was humorous which lightened the storyline. I found myself snickering at her as she tried

to become exceptional by her new husbands clan.

love Hannah Howell cant go wrong with her books or lynsay sands
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